Reflecting Nature
Instructor: Neile Cooper
Workshop Dates: August 3-7, 2020

WORKSHOP STUDENTS should bring the following materials for the workshop
*It is recommended that you wait to hear if the workshop is running before you purchase materials.
Touchstone will let you know if a workshop is running no later than 2 weeks before the start of the class.
Regardless of the outcome of the class, running or not, Touchstone is not responsible for the reimbursement of any materials bought for a workshop.

1) **Natural objects to incorporate in the stained glass panel:** stones, crystals, agates, pressed flowers or leaves, antler, shell or bone…whatever inspires you, anything goes as long as it won’t burn or melt.

   **Purchase through:** found objects or gem shop or etsy

2) **Selection or your favorite glass which will be supplemented by a good selection in the studio**

   **Purchase through:** Delphi, Warner, or your local glass shop

3) **Tools:** glass cutter, breaking and running pliers, soldering iron with stand and temperature control.

   **Purchase through:** Delphi, Warner, Glass Crafters, or your local glass shop

4) **Sketchbook, Pen/Pencil**

5) **Refillable water bottle**